Attention in HIV-infected children: results from the Hemophilia Growth and Development Study.
Attentional functioning was examined in three groups of 7- to 19-year-old male participants with hemophilia: (1) HIV seronegative controls (HIV-, N = 66), (2) HIV seropositive participants with CD4+ lymphocyte counts greater than or equal to 200 (HIV+ CD4+ > or = 200, N = 79), and (3) severely immune suppressed HIV seropositive participants (HIV+ CD4+ < 200, N = 28). Two measures sensitive to attention deficits were used: the Continuous Performance Test (CPT) and the Span of Apprehension (Span). On the CPT, there was a decrement in attention in both HIV+ groups, as indexed by an increase in false alarm rate from Block 1 to Block 3, that was not present in the HIV- group. The longer the HIV+ children were required to sustain attention to the CPT, the more they responded to the incorrect stimulus. This effect decreased as age increased. Span percent correct and latency to correct were associated with the presence of a premorbid history of intracerebral hemorrhage, but were not sensitive to HIV status or degree of immune suppression in the HIV+ children, suggesting morbidity related to hemophilia. The remaining CPT and Span variables--hit rate, sensitivity, latency, percent correct, and latency to correct--showed the expected associations with age, but none showed conclusive associations with HIV status or immune suppression in the HIV+ participants.